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INTRODUCTION FOR TAE TEACHER

The tenth grade student has developed more sophistication in his
acquaintance with language than he himself may realize. He has some
twelve years of speaking behind him; possibly eight or ten years of writing,
in varying degrees of formality. He communicates effectively in his own
circle, though he may sometimes seem to employ a special language
unintelligible except to his peers. He may be somewhat less successful,
less confident, when circumstances require him to communicate with
adults or with strangers. Whether or not he is always competent tc adapt
his language for various purposes, he has begun in the ninth grade to
widen his horizons and to recognize experience beyond his own through
his reading and listening. He has begun to discover in the world things
undreamt of in his philosophy--chemical formulas, sines and cosines,
literary forms, historical controversies that open new vistas for him.

In the ninth grade, too, he began to examine more complex ideas
than he had dealt with before; he moved from studying and reporting ob-
servations to interpreting his experiences. He learned some principles
of distinguishing the significant fact or judgment from the less important;
he learned the fundamentals of putting observations together to see relation-
ships, draw generalizations and qualify them. In the tenth grade he will
be encountering still more complex ideas and relationships. He will work
with deductive processes and expand his concepts of comparisons to meta-
phor and analogy.

At the beginning of his new program for writing and speaking he would
be wise to review the essential principles emphasized in the preceding
year, particularly since the concepts of generalization and support are
fundamental to the concepts he will be developing in the tenth grade.
The first unit, therefore, reviews the processes of generalization and
support in models and exercises on the subject of heroes. At the same
time it prepares the student for the work in deductive processes to follow.
It also reminds the student of various ways of emphasizing the significant
idea and calls his attention to the need for careful selection of words.
As in all preceding units, the writer's purpose is emphasized as controlling
the selection of material, the structural pattern, and the style.

The introduction in the Student Version points out how frequently
the student actually uses both spoken and written language. You may
want to add to the examples suggested, but the point is not bard to make.
The reminders to the student of necessary steps in preparation are
elementary; they are, or should be already familiar to him. The
important point in the introduction--a point that should constantly be
stressed--is that speaking and writing skills are individual. No two
people can write or speak exactly alike because no two people think exactly
alike, and each person must develop his own effectiveness in expressing
his own ideas. He cannot successfully copy anyone else's thought or style;
but he can use the writing and speaking of others to stimulate his thinking
and he can learn principles that he can adapt to his own puvposes.

Lesson 1

The selection by Parrington should not require more background than
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the student's general knowledge provides. You may want to call attention
to Parringlon's focus on Grant's reputation With the people of his time.
Parrington is less interested in his own opinion of Grant than in the opinion
of the general's contemporaries, In the last paragraph he indicates that
he himself does not entirely concur in the judgment ctlf General Grant
was not the great man so many thought - -- 1).

WES TIONS FOP DISCUSSION

1, The first set of questions asks about the appropriateness of the title,
then about the author's purpose. Some students may think the title
appropriate and see in it a suggestion of the point to be made. It
does indicate that Grant is a folk hero and therefore implies that a
folk hero is a special :and of hero, The selection carries out this
theme in such repeated phrases as "the popular judgment, and
"the common people." Some students may think a ua..ererit title would

be better--perhaps "An American Hero, " or another variation.
If the class considers each suggestion they may begin to define
"hero" by the adjectives they suggest. The author's purpose should not
be difficult to identify: he is explaining why Grant was a hero to the
people of his day--a folk hero, not the conventional stereotype.

2. The second set of questions asks the student to find the central idea
of the selection and state it in a sertence, The phrasing may vary;
but any sentence that summarizes the entire idea should be satisfac-
tory. You may want to ask several students to read their sentences
aloud to compare and check them.

3. The third set at questions is concerned with supporting evidence. The
characteristics of a folk hero that Parrington mentions include ver-
acity, a solid, ugyielding quality the plainness, the gift of "pun-
gent phrase, and the "stolid fatalism" that made Grant fight on.
The details of Vicksburg repeat the "solid and unyielding" idea;
deep unconscious integrity repeats something veracious, '1 and

"dogged will and a plodding energy" repeats "fought his way to ulti-
mate victory." The "plain as an old shoe" idea rune through the
sentences in each paragraph--"dull, plebeian character, " 'least
imposing, " "lumpish in mind and body, " "common place fellow,

!r

and other such phrases repeat this idea. The grouping that students
make of supporting evidence may take several forms but should show
the main strands of idea.

4. The question about the last paragraph should lead the student to see
that the final paragrpph sums up the ideas of the entire selections.
The last phrase makes a particularly effective ending.

EIZERCISES

Emrcitp, 1 This exercise is intended to Show the student the importance
Of the 'senttnte structure in coati ying the ideas.

le Vent)* Grant" immediately 'States the Subject of the selection.
The iiiinteike itself beiinit *to diiiiieribe-the heroic chataCter that the
author means to establish by pointing out what Grant Was la as

well as Indicating that he was ken* kind of hero. h let. the realer
know that the author is going to mike a distinction.



2. The not in -sentence- 2 carries the idea of sentence 1 into another
level of concreteness; specifically, Grant was not the "glorious"
Military hero in a sparkling 14nifotkin, "Gold stars,

they=
"001014t '`

end' "dazzled" 411 reirertO "Conventional her0" iit sentence 1,

3. The -neWitUbjeckintroduced in Sentence 3 is "the people Of-the north, "
*110-0.0 tYpinidit cf Gkitit is the iinpOrtszit point ofilie seleCtiot;
The third seniente first tWO and ittoltideis many: Words
that repeat or refer to words in the first two sentences, 'Gold
stars" and

or
popinjays repeat or refer to

sentences,
Stars"

and "cOnveritiOrid ythlitazsy hero"; his generation" reappears in
"the people of the north."

4. The long sentence is easy to read because of its tight Structure:
in the first part parallelism unifies the ideas; in the second, com-
pound verb's' and the 'Close relationibip of the phrase and participle
that enlarge the subject make the idea easy to follow. The subject
of the second part (tilIc summarizes and refers to the subjects
of the first clause.

5. In the first sentence of paragraph 2, "did much for his reputation"
restates the idea suggested in three phrases in the last sentence of
paragraph 2--"caught the iMagiziation of the north, " "made Grant
a hero, " and "served-to spread his fame." The reference to Grant's
demand for unconditional surrender links with "a certain gift of
pungent phrase."

6. The words "the demand for unconditional surrender" give an
example of a "pungent phrase, " This question may seem to be
repetition of question 5, but it is useful to the student. to see that
Parrington is expanding an idea by making it more specific.

7. Parrington enlarges "the least imposing of military heroes" with the
series of details in the following sentence. He restates the idea at
the end of the sentence, just after the series-- "he was a common
place fellow that no gold braid Could set off, "

Exercise 2. This exercise directs the student'sattention to the author's
use of specific words.

The Vestiozu! (*specific words should present no special problems.
first the indent visas his dictionary to define unfamiliar words, after
he hat -titled= to guess the meaning from the context. The class may profit
from working some definition0A0gether, ihoUld be easy

SUCh a dfRu<iasio and any student "O'stu tatin rosy be
ableio help the 400 With plebeian..

Quaid* 3', Whi4li as about= :fact Ind Opinion wards May need some
diectue0104,1 "Epaulette"` is the-, only **dr* the ligt that 'can be called
sti,4*104tietz **rite- Ctnittotatioi)elinigea totata' etit On Ontretittioiiil
ini4t#01-et4O-fei,, 'The, *titde--that- dike crihe Cita*, *40.4 agi
"1#1#00)4A' "dtat;:!' ."dtidded; "' eitpreit,' StipetlOr-students
waritlibiree'thert' tot 'ally an Opinion litlitethent
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but a comparative judgment.

-civestLio.n-AlaSks wI li'arrhigton uses a: part of the general*. Uniform for
tha whole4: l'gold.mtars" (paragraph 1) and "gold braid" ipara-
graph V.--,selects the'showy part Of as uniform, the part that indicates rank- -
to et re... the-sOperficiality of conventiOnal values. The stUdents may also
teethata Concrete, detail may be more effeCtive than a general word;
"gold braid"- carries. more connotation than "decoration" would.

The nletipbar in question 6 should present no problem. It is particularly
effective because of the "blaze of glory" connotations of "hero" and
'star."
The reason for question 7 is that students profit from examining an unusual
use of an ordinary word. "But " generally introduces a contradiction;
here it does not; it links with "more" to introduce an additional statement.

Lesson 2

In this lesson students read about a different kind of folk hero,
the Mountain Man, Thomas Fitzpatrick. This material should also be
familiar enough not to require supplementary background details; the
descriptions of Indian activity and hardships created ,by the country it-
self are detailed and should enable the students to understand the selection.
DeVoto's treatment gives you a greater opportunity to help the *students
examine types and purposes of supporting details than Parringtoths brief
essay provided.

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION

The first five questions deal with substance: the central idea and
the supporting evidence. Questions 6 and 7 consider structure.

The two important stateraents DeVoto makes are "the universal
conclusion that a great :::fan of the mountains had been killed" and 'Fitz-
patrick-was as expert a rountain man as ever lived: he was at the head
of his profetsion. These two staternentfl express the two strands of
idea that make the theme: Fitzpatrick's .greatness which includes his
courage and endurance, and his expertness. Both ideas run through the
selections. The first suramarizes the opinion of Fitzpatrick's contem-
poraries, though DeVoto appears to concur in it; the second is DeVoto's
judgment expreas,ed directly. Both are supported by the details of the
selections.

The description of the "hostile" country in the metaphoric compari-
son.to a guil._10appropriatee, The country itself was an enemy, dangerous
tteca#.e.;even an experienced mountain man might die of hunger or' hirst

)10 to ::or game... man without a horse was likely to
nO*:_e,re,,,o one hazard.

Lena''oti wok. about, the management of chrono-
logical

,, ,

roughly -but varies by starting with

a gene ,25:140, ,,t*Shback. the end of the first parte-
igra tipatri4...did get back to his frielids

ea events a491"iien by the men in ihe camp ii ho feared
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for Fitzpatrick, sent out search parties, but resigned themselves to the
conclusion that hy would not return, The rest of the selection explains
what happened to Fitzpatrick. This order is suited to DeVotols purpose;

he is not interested in keeping the reader in suspense about the outcome.
He focuses not on *hether the hero survived but he survived. He
is concerned with showing tie experience, judgment, and endurance of

a courageous mountain man'who came through a harrowing experience
because he knew how to meet danger, Paragraph 2 prepares the reader
to understand the extent of Fitzpatrick's feat by explaining what the dangers
were and why this man was able to overcome them successfully, The
following paragraphs provide the details,

Exercise 1 This exercise is intended to show students how the structure
of the sentences helps the author's purpose.

All the questions in this exercise are based on the principle of
expanding one word or phrase into more specific language. In the sent-
ence in parentheses-in paragraph 3, for example, the author enlarges
the phrase places where it was safe to stop and sleep for a few hours"
with specifk words. "Thickets" is more specific than places";
"where the horses could be hidden and grazed" explains ''safe" with
specific details, and then "at the head Of small draws" and "with
the ways of escape carefully noted" explain in still more specific
detail, what kind of thickets he chose. He has used three levels of specificity.

The same principle applies in the other sentences selected for
study. In paragraph 4, the author marks the beginniat of his series
of concrete expansion of "overland" with the words:

of
is to say.

He does not provide a marking phrase in all sentences, but once the students
see the principle they should not have difficulty :identifying details.

The sentence selected in question 4 shows a different kind of enlarge-
ment; all the other sentences follow the more usual pattern of expanding
the predicate, but this one expands the subject. After the time phrase
the author gives a long series of adjectives describing Fitzpatrick's
condition before he introduces the subject. The effect is to emphasize
the feat Fitzpatrick had performed to get back at all in that condition.

Exercise 2 This exercise is intended to direct the student's-attention
to the use of specific words.

The dictionary exercise should be familiar procedure, and students
should be encouraged to look for other words that may need discussion.
besides those listed. The word "coups" in this sense is unique to the
time and place; "possiblesu also is an unusual use --itflhis cbntext it
means whatever Fitzpatrick could carry.

The comparison of Indians to insectsangry ants--is appropriate
for the suggestion of numerous ssavages crawling around angrily is if
stirred up. The comparison to beagles or terriers carries out the suggesN, .-
tion of hunter and prey, and both comparisons reduce the Indians to sub-
human creatures.
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In the description of the actions of the Indians OeVoto uses both general
and ctualifted statements to show the various procedures of individuals
and yet keep the sense of a whole group in mot ion. He relies chiefly on
IIsome and others" for determiners, but also uses "many, and atit n

n

the end of the paragraph pulls all the actions into a generalization with

the word "everyone.'
Lesson 3

The class has now read about two different heroes--Grant, the
"stolid and unyielding" military hero, and Fitzpatrick, the ''great man
of the mountains. " Since both these heroes are from earlier times, the
class might enjoy considering heroism in a contemporary. Abort
Schweitzer is perhaps the most universally admired man of our times;
his name is a symbol for dedication to heroic service. The selection
about him is taken from Louis Untermeyer's Makers of the Modern World.

It summarizes Schweitzer's achievements andeffectively makes the
point that this was not the only line of accomplishment open to Schweitzer;

he made a positive choice.

WESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION

The first question directs the attention of students to unfamiliar
words and phrases or references; St. Francis of Assisi should be
known to most of the class. Van Gogh should befamiliar too, though
the students may not know of his periods of insanity. He was confined

in the hospital in Saint-litmy in the late 1880's. The dictionary exercise
should present no difficulties except possibly in the word "remonstrations, "

which is an unusual form. The class may be interested in comparing this

word with the more common 'remonstrance. You may want to suggest

that a good definition uses the same part of speech as the word defined.

The title of the selection suggests the opposite of the "spirit of
thoughtlessness" in Schweitzer ,. and represents the main point the author

is trying.to make. The words "one of the saintliest figuree in the first
sentence of the selection and "the twentieth century's matchless human

being" in the last paragraph are key phrases. In essence they have the

same meaning, though the "saintly comment might be a reason why

Schweitzer is "matchless. "
The characteristics of Schweitzer might include his proficiency

in music, interest in theology, dedication to the service of humanity,

courage and endurance in the face of hardships, modesty about the honors

bestowed upon him, love for all creatures, and independence of mind

and spirit. AU these are amply supported details in the selection..
Some students may also consider intelligence, 'physical strength, and

energy important additions to the list. AU of these characteristics
expand the two key phrases. They are qualities of selfless dedication
characteristic of sass, and they are rare enough0-at least to this degree- -

to be called, "matchless. "
The discussion of Schweitzer's musical ability helps to make the

point that the difficult life was a choice. Schweitzer might have had a

noteworthy -careetbin less dangerous circurnstanc.s; using this material
Brit enables the author to emphasize the importance of the choice.

The general pattern of the selection is chronological. It begins
With Schweitzer's birth in 1875, runs to 1953 when he won the Nobel
Prize. Paragraph 3 uses a brief flashback to show that Schweitzer's
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decision was not impulsive; he hail "conceived of his plan years before. "
Then time moves even further; back to his student days, when he had first
felt the injustice of ease for some people and suffering for others. This
statement forecasts the statement about "spirit of thoughtlessness"
mentioned later. The class may be interested in finding examples of the
way Unterineyer uses brief time-shift clauses or participles to pull the
ideas together; Here are a few examples:

"Many a time_I had tried---" paragraph 3
"Although he had put aside his gifts as a doctor of divinity---"

paragraph 6
"which had been founded - -" paragraph 9

These and other phrases help to show that Schweitzer' used. .all his abilities.
The quotations from Schweitzer are especially effective in giving the

reasons for his decisions and explaining the philosophy that motivated
him. The important phrase "reverence for Life" appears in a quotation
that explains its meaning for Schweitzer and the moment when he conceived
the idea. By using Schweitzer's own words Untermeyer makes the points
more immediate, and also shows the complete sincerity of Schweitzer's
actions. The quotations themselves are effective statements.

Untermeyer offers his own opinion in many statements, beginning
with the description of Schweitzer as "one of the saintliest figures
of modern times. " Though he keeps his account of Schweitzer's life
largely to factual reporting, words like "his (rifts as doctor of divinity"
and "devoted individual" reflect judgments. The selections of details
shows the author's opinion of Schweitzer, as does the selection of quotations.
Untermeyer obviously admires Schweitzer.

He offers several important pieces of evidence that other people
share his opinion. The National Arts Foundation Poll in 1952 declared
Schweitzer "the Man of the Century"; he won the Nobel Peace Prize,
one of the greatest honors a man can win. The phrase "the twentieth
century's matchless human being" is 'Int Untermeyer's; he is-quoting it.
He also quotes a member of the Schweitzer Fellowship for the comparison
to St. Francis.

The concluding paragraph offers the mast convcincing:ividenbe
of all that Schweitzer's achievements have aroused the admiration of others,
and summarizes the.main ideas. The fact that he did not go to Sweden
shows not only modesty but real dedication to his important work for
humanity.

EXERCISES

Exercise 1
This exercise is based on a study of sentence structure. The first

part should show students how the repttition of the subject "they" in
the final sentences in paragraph 10, referring each time to "the ethics
of the reverence for life, " spells out the actions that such a philosophy
dictates.

The second part of the exercise again uses the principle of expan-
sion to a greater level of concreteness, but here the student is asked to
find his own examples in sentences of the selection.

Exercise 2
the student is asked to make a list of the characteristics of a hero
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he finds in Untermeyerts description of Schweitzer. This is intended
as preparation for the general discussion of heroes that precedes the
writing assignment. It should give the student details to use in selecting
the essential qUalities he would attribute to a hero.

PREPARATION FOR WRITING ASSIGNMENT

The class should be ready now to make some generalizations abotit".
what constitutes a hero, in preparation for selecting a man or woman to.
write about. The assignment to follow will aok the student to. choose a
hero to be nominated for a class Hall of Fame. The candidate may be
living OK. dead. First, however, the class muEt decide what a hero is.
These questions are suggested fo discussion:

Must a hero have all the qualities on your list?
Are there any qualities he must have? Ca,n.any one quality justify

calling a man a hero? Is more than one quality. necessary?
Does a hero. always have to succeedor be on the winning side?
Have there been heroes who served lost causes?
Is there 11 difference between'a conventional hero and a folk hero?
What is it? Is any quality essential to both?

You may want to add to this list. If the class is familiar with the
book by John F. iCennedy, Profiles_in Courage they may want to ask
whether a hero must always be famous can an unknown person perform
acts of genuine heroism? In the selections the class has read, you may
want to point out that each of the men, though they lived in different times
and folloived different ways of life, had some a the same :palities of
charact er. Their problems and their achievements differed; they worked
with different purposes; but they were all courage ous, all persistent,
all independent. They all met and overcame great obstacles and endured
hardships. You may want to draw other parallels, but these are especially
important.

As the class discusses the questions; above, you may want to have
them list characteristics on the board and mark in some way those they
consider essential. .They are likely to include as hecessary qualities
courage, . pertistence, the ability to overcome obstacles, and possibly
some `torn of generosity or self-sacrigice. The second set of questions
Wit ihem to decide whether one quality can make a man a hero -- courage,
for example. If a man is really brave, is he a .hero? Or does he have
to be generous also? Does he have tobe modest? The next set of questions
asks whether a hero has.to be successful. Can he be defeated and still
be a hero? This may bring the class Into some consideration of what
kind of defeat a hero suffers. -Nathmin Hale. lost his life, but in a. sense
was not defeated. " The men in the Alamo all were killed - -were they
therefore not heroes? Ycu may think of other examples the class is
familiar with. Distinguishing between a conventional and a folk hero may be
helpful to the class in the ,selection of a subject for their papers. The.
Zolk hero is a common Irian with unusual courage who rises id unusual
heights of accomplishMent. Hot; much you want to do with a discussion
of conventional heroes will depend on the background of the class. If
the students are familiar with the stories of classical heroes they may
see a difference between the folk hero and the hero king or prince whose
actions deterniine the fate of t nation.
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The class in this discussion is carrying on the process of gener-
alizations, they are saying in effect, "All heroes. have these qualities. "
When they. have decided what qualities make the generalization, they are.
ready to 'piss the. paper they are to write. You may ask them to imagine -. .

that the class is electing its own Hall of Pam, and each student may
nominate one man or ivomar.. If they need suggestions you may spend
a little time- mentioning possible choices-,men and women in history or
science or adventure who have aroused adMivation.by.their deeds.

In making selections the student will need to be reminded that he must
have some definite knowledge of the person he- chooses. If he selects
a hero from history he may need to 'think about events and circumstances
of the times that may have offered opportunity for heroism. Fitzpatrick
for examplemight not have been a hero--or at least not that kind of hero.--
if he had lived in Philadelphia in the .1920!0.

WRITING ASSIGNMENT

1, The first directions to the student deal with selection of material
and purpose. The student should examine his reasons for admiring the
person he chooses; then he must decide what he will need to tell the reader.
You may want to point out, for example, that including facts about the
hero's childhood is effective only if the facts have a connection with the

purpose. Untermeyer mentioned Schweitzer's ancestors and early
education because they were part of his interest in theology and music.
Parrington did not mention Grant's childhood because it was not pertinent
to his purpose.

2. The second set of directions concerns the central idea and the
structural plan. The central idea should not be difficult if the student
will think through his reasons for choosing the person he selects. The
plan should develop from the central idea. The student may be able to
see a progression in his reasons: some may be more important than others,
or one quality may be the reason for another. One :important point to
make for the student. is that he will need details to support his statements;
he will write more effectively if he will use incidents that make his point
instead of simply giving his opinion. He should show the-reader, not tell
.him. The student will be wise to experiment with several plang and see
-which best accomplishes 'his purpose. He is asked to present his state-
ment of the central idea and his plan to you for approval before he starts
to write. You can help him see any weak parts of his exposition or any
points he needs to support more fully.

3. The third set of suggestions directs the student's attention to
the opening and the conclusion of his paper. The selections he has read
all open with a comment by the author on the character of the man des-
cribed. This is one effective way to begin--but it is not the only way.
An incident can open the paper too, or even a bit of dialogue, or a
quotation. A good opening sets up an expectation in. the reader; if the
student uses an incident first it must be one that leads into the central
idea. The same principle applies to the conclusion. It must bring the
ideas to a conclusion that satisfies the reader. It may summarize,
repeat the main idea, or ei-aphasize its importance.

4. The student should have time to:revise his draft of the paper so
that he can check his choice of words and the mechanics of his writing. .

3

r.
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The directions suggest that he review his choice of words, his connectives,
and-his sentence Structure and punctuation.

*hen the papers are-finished you may auk some students to read
their papers to the class. The -class may make a selecticin together of
the best persons to be included in the Hall of Fame. You might let the
students divide into groups to read each -other's papers and make a pre-
linlinary selection. .Criticizing each other's work can be useful if time
allows.

71-IAT HAVE WE LEARNED?

The principles reviewed in this unit are summarized for the student;
this summary can be. worked out by the class, or can be commented on
in discussion and revised according to the ideas that have impressed
the 'class.

At the end of the Student Version, a list of criteria for evaluation
is given. This list also may be worked out by the class if there is time
for discussion, or it in.ay be revised by their suggestions. Students may
comment on the papers according to these standards; some kind of eval-
uation is important for suMmarizing the principles that operate in good
witting., This list, as it is, or as it is revised, may serve as a basis
for standards to be used th;oughout the yearts work.
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PURICGE UNIT

ti 01111121a1M11161317W'm'azweorssatimems

--AfetaphOr 'and analogy -azie not =familiar terms to tenth grade -students;
literattire they NOM studied -both: This =it. approaches metephor ..and

analogy fitta 'the, Thetoridal.point of view, esAbittiring processes,. rather
than--tio'fityliatie methods. ',..The-ability to.triew-coinparisons, both literal
rid figurative, is -reasottingi -and the unit examines rhetori-.

'poseibilitiet and- problem is -such. camparisons, .- The terminology is
kept simple throughout; it avoids such technical terms as "tenor" and
"vehicle;" atvi also avoids the strict distinctions between forms of -meta-

phor such ea- -simile, metouany, and other tropes. The word metaphor as
Used in this unit means figurati-Ve .language as distinguished from literal.

Lesson

Through- simple examples like the 'words, -"The cloud& are
crYing,'"'the- student is led to -see that metaphoriCal ccenparisons are
Selectiie;--they mark -similarities in- things that are unlike except in
specific shared qualities. The -child sees alikeness to _one detail of
his experience.

EXERCISES

EXereise 1: The examples in this exercise illustrate sane of the bases

of .lietapborsimilarities.-at shape (face of the suit); use (legs of a
chair); 'pteition {shoulder of7the road), and so on. The student is asked
to explain sited type of eimilarity, then to replace the -figurative' Viord
with a literal one. When he.discovers that he cannot easily do it, he

should, conclude that metaphor is used to express caverisons difficult
and often impassible to convey in literal terms.

rxemise 2: The class should be able .to compile a sizeable list of
metaphors based on parts of .the body. IOU may want to drop a few start-
ing "kuggeatione--heel of bread; foot of the class; to nose out news,

arid se' on;

Aterclsa The .ptirPose of this 'dictionary' exercise is to-demonstrate

to the stfidentAoy significantly metaphor operates in the language it-

self. Checking derivations in -the word list will reveal the working of
metaphOr it thio everyday meanings of words. You may be able to enlarge
tht-t. list:

ftmile, a: This exercise asks the student to ccdpile. a list of metaphors

he ha!Ois or over a period of- several days: The, report of his find-
Its' the Vitas-for aim oral --discussion or--for; e,brief. paper. Slang

seions Contain- many inetipherer that7 can prove; interesting; ease
ittidents-iittahCiiiiike'ia,tipeCier'estUdy of slang= if their attention is partic-i
iiiiirly'Caught by it. The record can be extended as long as it seems

, profitable; ,4this is 4 gorA notebook exercise.
;..

The next section of material is intended to provide an analysis of



c

-2-

the firititiOn and grstrmattOal expression of Metapkor.. The Mist tat of
exeMples are all flkigio* With signal Words inc10444 -in the sentence. The
exercise direct. a 'OtentiOn such words ,chartirt them in a table On
Oh* the ImPqirtiance= of age;,-atit attt ugi In the giviliaiitical et/Velure.
is -sentence. the4atterrilt different ;; the signal is enii$54.4 in the
verb ,Itgftha.. This '800040 should- 'prepirelOr the following explanation
of 'metaphor' toratinee -In various forves-t-ittouns, verbs, adjectivee,
and'

The /Amnia. provides an opportunity for students to construct meta-
phors of their own. nez shoulq yrja kest; sentences should
be worked out on a separate.' chest of paPe...4-F-i, If same of the class seem
to fall back on clichts,,in their sentences, it is probably well to re-
member -that exprestiOnii Which _adtilts with a background of reading Would
disparage as trite are riot necessarily aliasfs to high school'eothomores,
An effective way to encourage fresher expressions night be to have the
sentences bead aloud ani let the class recognise the more original meta-
phors produced by ithaginative students.

ASSIGNME FOR WRITIN3

The writing szsierseer& is designed to provide a subject that should
lead students naturally into metaphor. Describing feelings in literal
language is.e#remely,difficult; metaphor is almost necessary to do
justice to feelings and emotions. It may be possible to help the clans
discover that consciously straining for metaphors may damage the idea by
making it artificial. If students concentrate on making the feeling
clear, they are more likely to use genuinely effective comparisons.

Lesson, 2

This lesson ie devoted to analysis of the function and use of metaphor
in conveying ideas, based in a general way on the Brooks and Warren treat-
ment of figurative larlutge for the purposed of emaanation and clarifi-
cation, emphasis, etaluation, and tymbol.* The first five examples are
used chiefiy-to explain and clarify; they do not suggerit an attitude or
seek 'to persuade;

The seidond list of `sentences presents metaphors with a somewhat dif-
ferent puriaie:" Ttieirlitie more descriptivesend the sharp mental pictures
they create add emphasis to the idea for greater effectiveneds..

In the third list, the metaphorical words do more than clarity and
emphasize; they suggest 021 evaluatiok in the comparison. The commendable
qualitY'at lisoti to a beautiful'"rose; wicked-
rie#:*''Cortsninect in the can soh to ;iiiirthless c4t.t.

tit

1"7.1ClearBrookii Penn Warren, -*de*, 'AidgrAt INew 'fork:
Harcourt Brace and CompanY, 1949), Chapter 11, "Metaphor," pp. 4037441.



The #0.01104, 117/11"1 ilf 4411Plekit is confined to Tri
Ccis i011- that -should to 444Oliti Viet,
gOtifsii*P0, 4-0 troiiielAur used to*ibeiiiii idiot:dodge tifterstioling,

wisdass that the class should recognise the concepts
rudi47. m. 14#4 o imps gpOroach _the. use of '504. trait both di-
rfict th41 fr the idia to be agflibolised.

14eñt# a Uthor used for each of the
Added to the itudentle notebook

4

DAIWA la 11910at

The prObliu in metaphor are cOnfinid to a discussion of throe of

the soar ccabtotrite 0104 StaitiOrriis azd #420'Wiate
60pariaonti. Wien the olaet.,410inis the first list of crichOss they

sttbe -able to recognise that iSitaphort thu wrote or morded earlier
in the leisons are really too worn out to be effecgue. If tins permits,

the students sq want to suggest fresher exasples for each of the examples.

The second list shogid Word sass sinseisint; the nixed aetspho*
often conjures up ispoesibi mental picture.. The cues ast be alerted

to Watch tole such absurdities n their reading; Ecaliplui ire 111 too
easy to find.

The third list of sentences provides exasples of inappropri:ste seta

phors. The problia here is in the associations Or connotatiotio of the
metaphorical words. The idea of sete.phOr as selection can be picked up
in this discussion; the metaphor Selected for one qUtlity can ruin the
effect if it caries other' associations that conflict with the mils
cisaparisons as tatiklAtdoes in sentence 3.

anigitt ZON=
The student is caked to find in his reading an extiple of effective

metaphors; and to explain In a paper how it is used and 'Irby he thinks
it is successit.10 Then he is asked to find an irofTletiv. istitiihol, sat

why it does not a-0;41440 its pitrpOse. IRs directions suggest
Fending the letters to the editor section of a local paper or a current
magazine* which should be fruitOal sourcing but infelicitous setaphor
sey -fou,,nd in aany places.

&tan 1
Thileuon is devoted to 0: st inigotb._

,,aillitt*if :44 the purposes *;*4044 analog is uc
.46: or .040041.1tet the student tton U
:404, thatit student ;004141*. *0,00 ftzl
oaf' trail tia boa' intoli like tfilt one,

hun the,,-
ast. be

. k1'th Can Ta
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succeistulli produced 3.n this ochijol toG He -la- 'also reminded that
fables 'a Toni of analogy: they suggest that that is true Of-animals

trUCiot.piCiplo.':-

This,lesson deals with only two of the many possible uses of analogy:
explanation and persuasion. The first two examples, a selection frail
Bacon's essay ."Of Studiet" aixt the paragraph from Donne's Meditation MI,
are analogies Used toexplain and clarify.; the. passage by h" :!y, the
quotatiotisfroitittrick Ben*, and the whistle story by --Franiclin are anal-
ogies .for persuasion. --All -fits analogies ere Metaphorical:

In the Bated-essay, books are compared to food-, and students should
be able to offer: examples fro" their reading of the various kinds of books
Bacon mentions. This is a famous analogy, developed in carefully balanced
sentences and peculiarly apiiropriata because it implies the familiar
coaparieon of -food for nourishment of the body with food for nourishment
of the mind.

Donne's analogy is equally felicitous in explaining clearly
philosoplbY It pictures the universe as one great spiritual
volume in which mon are chapters and carries out the idea of immortality
in thamet.t-Phor Of death as= translation into a "better language." Donnete

comparison may seem- a little closer to persuasion, but he is not really
assuming: disagreement in the resider.,

analoas taken from his speech on "A Liberal Education,"
has a much more persuasive intent. It opens a plea for liberal education
as essential to the good life. The rhetorical. question at the beginning
enlists the reader's agreement at the outset, and Huxley heightens the

. effect by suggesting the desirable consequences of learning the rules
of the game as well as the undesirable consequences of neglecting to
learn. Even without a knowledge of chess, the class should understand
the comparison of chess to life, and education to learning the rules of
the gas. The unseen player is not rimmed, but is clearly intended to
represent the governing spiritual force in the universe.

At this point the student Should be able to.generalise that effective
analog depends upon agreement or similarity of the two things ccawInewed

at every significant step in the Comparison.

The passage trait Patrick Henry's famous speech is dominated by the
analogy of chains--an effective choice to. suggest tyranny and enslavement.
The mention ,of sound, the "clanking on the plains of Boston" makes the
danger secs istainer?.. Therputpose is clearly persuasion.

Franklin's story of the whistle is also persuasive4 in a didactic
sense. He carries it out in a series of examples, ad varies the repeated
phrase by changing the subject and the font of the verb, zlso by adding
adjectiTte and adverb modifiers to shift the rbythme The analog is
figurative, and pert of its effectiveness is its use of a ample, imam
experience.
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These lessons in semantics review and expand on the
I

e work on i
9denotation that was done in the ninth grade : and they sci on to Introctee

the student to cations. The terms deliotation and Connot,..tion
however, are not used because it was felt.thatWse jargon wi"-would rot A

add to the clarity of the, discussion and because the conventional line
betWeen denOtatioli-And .connotation is iMpossible to draW without
falsifying the. tinfo jof theMeanirkg, of a word Ina context. Also, the'use . 1

of denotatiOn alid connotation putt emphasis on.the meaning of a word
inairanTrittkg1T5TiGirpreting the raeaning71 an instance of a word
fro n-4 its context.context`

.

lt.is pOinted,Out again, as it was`'poiirted out in the ninth 1isemmittmunit, that although in any given inStance the meaning of a particular.
word is different from its meaning in any other instance, meanings
tend to group themselves and become conventionalized, :tnd consequently
it is possible for the leXicographer to write .definitions for groups of i

at we remember that the dictionary definition is only au approximation of

conVentionally similar (not indenticil) meanings. These -dictionary
definitiOns. are ',of 1M-teat help in understanding unfamiliar words, so long

the-meaning of the word in any given context. i
A

or similar words and by comparing those contexts to the one in question.
This we do without a dictionar y, and it is skill in this kind of

a word by recalling similar contexts in which we have heard the same
The point is also restated that we probably interpret the meaning of

interpretation that is primary; dictionary definitions can only be a helpful
adjunct to it. Consequently, these lessons concentrate mainly on
interpreting without the aid of the dictionary, but when the dictionary is
required fOr help with an unfamiliar word, it is called upon.

LESSON I

Part One

EXERCISE 1

1. Any collegiate dictionary probably contains the sense "to cool by
stirring or skimmmg" for Mgt

2.. The questions here refer baCk to what was said about Physical
context in the ninth grade lessons. The physical context the poem refers
to is winter, and if the reader of the poem puts himself into a "winter",
fraMe, of minds, he has taken the first important step in interpreting the
me**Cof the_poem. He. then autOrw4tiCally ,excludes All meanings which
Wou/d.not be appropriate to winter.. course, mare than the vague context
of inof necessary to come up with the right interpretation of nail and
it would' probably be worthwhile to discuss what. other elements
context help ,to narrow the meaning to .ftLernail,



«g-

.86 . The phrase. "blood is nipped" is probably archaic for most
Americans,: :lathy making referencelo other simils,r-uses of the
students should be able to wane up with an interpretation that fits this
context. -

4. Eay and foul both archaic-in the senses in which they are used
here:, :They nuryibeso foreign to the students -that it will be necessary to
use ,a. dictionary to interpretthem, but.it is well worthwhile to. exhaust all
other resources. hefore tutting to 'the diCtionar3r;

Sap -Potcause Eny is:so unfamiliar- in this sense, it would probably save
rkgrest deal use the-dictionary, but some. students should be
skilled-enoughin interpretation to come up with a likely meaning without
the dictionary.

7. Answering the questions depends upon knowledge-knowledge of
English country life in the 18th century, knowledge of crabs and of apples.
Most students should know enough about all three to present an argument
on one side or the other:

8. R is probably not possible to answer the question definitely either
way, but students should be able, by looking carefully at the context, to
present, an argument for one side or the other.

Part Two

EXERCISE 2

8. The word wicked in this poem will be taken up in more detail later.
The word in thiai metaphorical sense is not uncommon; a baseball player
Can speakof a wicked, curve, or a golfer of a wicked slice.

4. The students will,probabl y discover that even an encyclopedia or
an ordinarratlas will not be -of much.help to them. They-will probably
have to go tO a very detailed atlas or to a specialized history of English
cots mining, But the detailed information an atlas or an encyclopedia .

could provide is not essential to an understanding of the words in this
context,

Part Three

Eiseleyis essay was written. for a popular audience, but he is also
af,airly-high level of education, Tenth graders can be expected

to have difficulties which can only be resolved by class discussion and help
from the teacher, -

,!
each student to choosek one of the technical terms and look up its

'be,difficult for the student to find a scientific



definition; the difficulty will come in translating the definition into a
langUate and a frame reference a tenth grader can comprehend*

EXERCISE 3

It Is probably wise to ask the students to write out the answers to
these three questions on their own, At this stage of the game they should
be becoming competent at interpreting for themselves. Some students,
of Course, will need,belp, or they will become discouraged, bat most
students shOuld be able to come-up with satisfactory answers before they
get help from the teacher or tip; other students in the class. The
discussion which follows their individual attempts should prepare them for
the next writing assignment. So the discussion should continue until most
of the students are prepared to do the writing assignment.

WRITING ASSIGNMENT 1

After the assignment is finished, the papers should be used as a basis
for a discussion of how each context delineates a different meaning of the
word*

WRITING ASSIGNMENT 2

. The students should be encouraged to write as much as possible. Neat-
ness of organisation is not soimportant as the student's ability to find
significant material to write about in. his own world, The object is not to
sum up the world rtae knows belt to explore it, particularly those parts of
his world that are only beginning to become comprehensible to him* Con-
sequently, the student should be given as much latitude as possible in
choosing a subject -- within the very loose limits of the assignment. In
short, it is not so important that the student scrupulously fulfill the
assignment as it is that he explore his own view of the world.

LESSON II

Part One

The following two sections concentrate on some of the connotations of
adjectives, but the explanations of how adjectives express feelings can
also be extended to nouns and verbs*. as the first example shows, for the
context operates on all words to express feelings in much the same way
that it operates on adjectives.

Nothing is done in these sections with another aspect of connotation:
the ability of a word to express the writer's feelings for his reader--that
part of Meaning which is usuallyindicated in the sentence "I don't. like
your tone of voice. " You can, of course, point out this side of meaning
whenicai appropriate to do

a



.
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EXERCISE 1
. .

This is. an exploratory exercise;..itspurpose Ia to discover how much
the studenth.-. can.dO.onitheir Own. Some questions which are asked
here wilnie. answered in the following lessons.

EXERCISE 2

If it is possible to obtain a recording of the song, do so. 'Hearing the
song will provide the intonation of the sentences and help the students to
understand the feelings expressed.

2 & 3. Again it is probably wise to let the students write on theft, own
before the class- discussion. If they write after the dismission, they are
likely merely to record what was said during the discnasion instead of
thinking for themselves. The papers will not be so complete or sound so
knowledgeable as they would if the discussion had taken place firstw-but it
le likely that more learning will have taken place.

Again, this is an exploratory assignment, designed to encourage the
students to go as far as they can on their own.

Part Two

The approach in this section is largely negative. Words like sad and
,haopy are Useful under many circumstar..ces, especially when beinTiirief
is more important than being explicit. But now the student is asked to
explore the limitations of such words, and is encouraged to find other ways
of expressing his feelings.

EXERCISE 3

The fact that there are really, not many words in the language which
describe feelings suggests that there are other ways in the language to
express feelings --ways which users of the language have found more
effective than describing feelings with adjectives.

EXERCISE 4

This writing assignment will be remyrftten later after the students have
explored other ways of expressing feelings. It is not necessary that the
stig:Iertz 3:.1.)14.7..-v- the directions precisely; in fact, if they feel an irresistible
urge to. break Out of the straftlacket of the tselgtomests it probably means
that they have gotten the: point. which the assignment proposes to make.

Part Three

It may have occurred to most students that words like ipodelooldns
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and swell do not tell very much about the thing we are talking about, though
they may reveal a great deal about our feelings, toward what we are talking
about. If the idea seems new and strange to moptOrifie student4t, it might
be well to discuits more vitimples then the few presented in these lesSons.

The word wicked in "The Plodder Seam" is a kind of metaphor --the
conpectionliehireen the two sides of the analogy is the similar feelings we
hcve- about the seam and abbUt something wicked. Such metaphors are not
uncommon, and the students should, after some thought, be able to think
of other words which operate in this way.

The point that is made about overstatement might be expanded. Though
the literal statement is an exaggeration, the feelings which the overstate-
ment suggests seem appropriate, at least to the person who has the feel-
ings.

The line from "Johnny I Hardly Knew Ye, " on the other hand, is an
understatentent -the girl seems unable to face or, perhaps, to express her
deep feelings. The poet only hints at her feelings with an understatement,
and, at the same time, he succeeds in suggesting that her shock is so
great tint she is unable to articulate her feelings.

EXERCISE 5

I. It is best not to compile a .list of isolated words but a list of words
in contexts-phrases or .sentences. This will remind the students that
meaning cannot be separated from context, and the students are more
likely to understand which meaning of the word is under consideration.

2. Th* question could be expanded into a fairly elaborate exercise.
Tenth grade students are usually pretty sophisticated about the methods
of advertisers, but they may not be very articulate about them. Exploring
the ways advertisers (and others) play upon feelings Might be worthwhile.

5. This is a limited (and unim.aginative) kind of writing assignment
designed for a specific purpose. To keep it from becoming too restrictive,
encourage the students to use their imaginations, even to become fanciful.

LESSON III

Describing things from an individual point of view so as to convey one's
feelings about them is a good deal more complicated and subtle than the
introductory explanation here indicates. It can become as complicated and
subtle as the point of view of Strether in James's Iv Ambassadors or the
point of view of Wordsworth in The Prelude. For our purpo-Zies,t most
important thing about our persaM-point cif view is that what we see and
how we see it is a reflection of who we are, and, consequently, exploring
one's point of view amounts to exploring one's self. Delineating what we
a ae and how we see it an: ants to sharpening our conceptions of ourselves.



EX= CISE 2

Aside from the main point about the point of view
,

it might be mated
that Shelley works with negatives in the second stanza, until he arrives at
the sound of the mill. heel,

2. Tennyson shifts back and forth from the pant of view of the eagle
to the point of view of an observer, The two points of view re-enforce each
other,

Exra CISE 3

Because of the distance from Mollie which the poet preserves through-
out the poem, he avoids sentimentality about Mollie and manages to
capture a subtle feeling for her which reflects some of the vitality and
freshness the girl zmi*t have had even though she was a fishmonger--
perhaps because she was a fishmonger,

EXERCISE 4

3. The students might experiment with putting these words into
conteocts which would evoke feelings very different from the feelings which
they evoke in this poem.

4. The discussion of this point should lead to the first writing assign-9
meat. Try to use the discussion to help the less imaginative students with-
out coercing the more imaginative ones.

WAITING ASSIGNMENTS 2 6. 3

The principal difference between the two writing assignments is that
one deals with feelings from the past while the other deals with feelings
the writer has at the present moment. Both assignments require the
student to formulate, to the best of his ability, who he is and what his
point of view is, and it is hoped that his desire to do ac will lead him to
discover the rhetorical devices he needs,


